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£400,000

600,000
VISITORS A YEAR

300,000
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@ArnolfiniArts

Arnolfini is Bristol’s International
Centre for Contemporary Arts located
on the harbourside in the heart of
the city.
Woven into the fabric of Bristol
since 1961, Arnolfini is a pioneer of
interdisciplinary contemporary arts,
presenting an ambitious programme
of visual art, performance, dance, film
and music.

INDUSTRY

Charity
WEBSITE

arnolfini.org.uk
LOCATION

16 Narrow Quay,
Bristol, BS1 4QA

“

We had a vastly outdated system,
comprising slow broadband, old
desktops, Windows 7 software and an
expensive phone system that was no
longer fit for purpose.
We embarked on an IT upgrade project
with ITEC to change all of that.
- MARIE VOLLER, HEAD OF BUSINESS SERVICES

Unreliable
WiFi &
Outdated
Hardware

OldFashioned
Phone
System

Before ITEC came on board, the
Arnolfini’s WiFi was old, out of
support and unfit for purpose.
There were only eight access
points and 30MB connectivity,
resulting in poor WiFi coverage
across the Arnolfini site.
All hardware onsite, including
servers and back ups systems,
were several years old and out
of warranty. Desktop PCs were
old and inefficient and onsite
printers & photocopiers needed
an overhaul too.

Arnolfini had an on-premise
phone system in place, but it was
out of support, difficult to use
and expensive to run. It was time
to replace it with a more modern,
cost-effective alternative.

“We had a vastly outdated system,
comprising slow broadband, old
desktops, Windows 7 software
and an expensive phone system
that was no longer fit for purpose.
We embarked on an IT upgrade
project with ITEC to change
all of that.”
- Marie Voller, Head of
Business Services

Arnolfini, Book Shop

CHALLENGES

know the transformation of our
“We
IT services will enable us to better

welcome our audiences. We want to
build deeper audience engagement,
and this is directly supported by our
infrastructure.
- MARIE VOLLER, HEAD OF BUSINESS SERVICES

A Smart
Approach

ITEC Engineers implemented a brand new
Aruba Instant On WiFi service, taking the
number of access points from eight to 25 and
increasing the connectivity to 1GB of fibre
optic broadband. They also set up SkyFii, a
specialist product that allows Arnolfini to
capture client information for data analytics
and to push out marketing content.
Brand new laptops were configured for every
member of staff and a modern Managed Print
Service, using print management software
PaperCut, was put in place.
ITEC has also started migrating the Arnolfini’s
applications and services to a cloud-based
environment, including a move to utilise
Office365, One Drive and Sharepoint, with an
end goal of having no onsite IT infrastructure.

State Of
The Art
Phones

ITEC has moved Arnolfini over to a brand
new VoIP phone system using SIP trunks.
Based on consultation with the Arnolfini
team, the ITEC Engineers led with a
softphone approach. This means there are
only two handsets onsite, but that most users
have an app on their mobile to allow them to
make and transfer calls.
“We know the transformation of our IT
services will enable us to better welcome our
audiences. We want to build deeper audience
engagement, and this is directly support by
our infrastructure.” - Marie Voller, Head of
Business Services

Exhibition: ‘Still I Rise’

SOLUTIONS

professionalism and
“ ITEC’s
commitment to their work
is outstanding.

- MARIE VOLLER, HEAD OF BUSINESS SERVICES

FASTER,

More Reliable WiFi

Engagement
DEEPER AUDIENCE

For Staff
IMPROVED EFFICIENCY AND FLEXIBILITY

ITEC’s digital overhaul at Arnolfini
has enabled the centre to achieve its
goal to better welcome audiences,
whether visiting the building,
participating in projects or engaging
with their work online.

“ITEC is

supportive
and dedicated.
- MARIE VOLLER, HEAD OF BUSINESS SERVICES

A TECH TRANSFORMATION

Arnolfini team members are now
empowered to work more efficiently and
flexibly, making information-led, resilient
decisions with fast, reliable WiFi at
their fingertips.
The improved infrastructure supports
the centre’s business goals and will help
deliver deeper audience engagement in
the short, medium and long term.

“ITEC’s professionalism and

commitment to their work
is outstanding, notable from
every member of their team.
- MARIE VOLLER, HEAD OF BUSINESS SERVICES

arnolfini.org.uk/
support

ITEC has forged a strong
relationship with Arnolfini
by providing smart effective
solutions backed up by
unlimited, personalised support.
As Arnolfini’s Head of Business
Services, Marie Voller, puts
it: “ITEC’s approach has been
modular and flexible, to assist
our business. They have been
supportive and dedicated to our
needs, working closely with us as
an extended part of our team.
“ITEC has provided an
appropriate phased approach
in their work with us, providing
dedicated project managers,
each a specialist in their field, to
support each stage of the project.
“ITEC’s professionalism and
commitment to their work is
outstanding, notable from every
member of their team.”

Exhibition: ‘Still I Rise’

If you would like
to support the
arts and Arnolfini,
please visit:

ITEC and Arnolfini began
working together in 2018 on
maintaining business efficiency,
before ITEC stepped up to offer
its Technology Managed Service
to include the tech overhaul.

Exhibition: Amak Mahmoodian ‘Zanjir’ (2020)

“ITEC is
supportive
and
dedicated”

Exhibition: Angelica Mesiti ‘ASSEMBLY’ (2020)

SERVICE

ABOUT ITEC

ITEC, a Xerox Business Solutions
Company, is your local business
technology expert. For more than 30
years, we’ve been delivering
outstanding managed services and
helping organisations smash their
business goals.
Today, we power 3,800 businesses and
organisations throughout the South
West and beyond with full Technology
Managed Services. Whatever your
organisation, we drive you to success
with powerful technology strategies
andpartnerships.
MANAGED PRINT & IT SERVICES
CONNECTIVITY
PRIVATE CLOUD
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
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TO SEE
RESULTS?
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